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AUDITOR
APPOINTMENT
Section-3 : Startup Compliances

Review your hard work, modify
your plans, Ensure the success.
AUDITOR: WATCH DOG FOR YOUR BUSINESS
When your business is registered under the company Act, then it is
WHY &
a mandatory legal requirement , if not complied with then it will
attract a monetary penalty. Auditors make sure that the company's
WHEN
financial records and accounting procedures comply with the law.
REQUIRED Auditor also ensures compliance with established internal control

procedures by examining records, reports, operating practices, and
documentation. Within thirty days from the date of the registration
of the Company it’s Board of Directors need to appoint first auditor
of the company.

WHAT
WILL
YOU GET

INPUT
NEEDED
FROM
CLIENTS

WE WILL PROVIDE YOU
Under this we provide consent of the auditor appointed in the
company, Auditor appointment letter & acceptance letter. All the
documents will be on the letter head of the CA Firm and it will be
duly signed and stamped by the auditor. Auditor will be appointed
for next the five year.

WITHOUT THESE WE CAN'T PROCEED
To appoint auditor your company should be registered under the
Companies Act. We require CIN (Corporate Identification Number
or Corporate Identity Number. Apart from this we also require a
copy of the resolution from the board of directors of your
company, resignation of previous auditor with NOC, if any, before
starting the auditor appointment process.

MORE AUTOMATED LESS HUMAN DEPENDENT

PROCESS
&
TIMELINE

To appoint an auditor first we will obtain all the necessary details
of the company in which the auditor is supposed to be appointed.
Once we receive the details then we will obtain written consent
from the proposed auditor. Thereafter we prepare the documents
for auditor appointment and send it to the client for signatures and
verification. After receiving a signed document from the client side
we file the required documents and forms to the department. Then
share the company master data with the client. Usually it takes 2 3 working days, after inputs received by client side to appoint the
auditor.

MUST BE READ THOROUGHLY AND CAREFULLY

EXCLUSIONS

Under this we provide auditor appointment service under
companies Act only and it does not include any additional services
which is not the part of Auditor appointment. In other words It
excludes filling of various forms with Registrar of companies (ROC)
like annual returns, balance sheet, directors KYC and other
compliances like preparation of financial statements, accounting,
filing of ITR, etc.

IT WILL CREATE RECURRING RESPONSIBILITY
RENEWAL &
RECURRING

Appointment of the auditor is a legal requirement which must be
compiled to avoid legal and financial consequences. So it is
mandatory to take care of the renewal of the auditor appointment
services before the expiry of its tenure.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TICK THIS BOX IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS SERVICE IN YOUR PACKAGE
If you want to customize this service, give your notes here

ROC
COMPLIANCES
Section-3 : Startup Compliances

Non Compliant to MCA leads to
directors disqualification
GAIN PUBLIC TRUST ON YOUR BUSINESS

WHY &
WHEN
REQUIRED

ROC compliances are mandatory legal compliances for every
company and LLP (Limited Liability Partnership). ROC compliances
are required to represent the true and fair value of the business. In
case of delay comply, it attracts the penalty up to 12 times of
normal fee. Furthermore in case of consecutive 3 years non filing
there are chances of strike off by ROC and Disqualification of
directors. As per new rules few ROC non compliances penalties can
be 100 rupees per form per day, it means overall annual penalty in
case of one company can reach in lakhs. Proper compliance creates
a good image in public and helps in easy approval of loans & other
schemes.

WE WILL PROVIDE YOU

WHAT
WILL
YOU GET
INPUT
NEEDED
FROM
CLIENTS

Under ROC compliances we provide filling of various mandatory
forms which can save the penalties of lakhs, like annual filing
forms, filling of companies financial statements, filling of directors
KYC forms. Preparation of companies financial statement, audit of
accounts under companies act etc. In addition to this we give
support, consultation in companies legal and financial matters as
per the requirement of clients.

WITHOUT THESE WE CAN'T PROCEED
To file ROC compliances we require company financial details,
income and expenditure details, profit and loss details. Details
about changes in board of directors. Details of changes in
shareholding of members, companies board meeting and
members meeting details, director report on company's overall
annual business etc.

MORE AUTOMATED LESS HUMAN DEPENDENT

PROCESS
&
TIMELINE

First step towards proper ROC compliance is to obtain all necessary
inputs from the client about his company like company financial
details, income and expenditure details, profit and loss details.
Details about changes in board of directors. Details of changes in
shareholding of members, companies board meeting and
members meeting details, director report on company's overall
annual business etc. Once we receive all the details then we will
prepare the documents like balance sheet, annual reports,
directors reports, notices etc. Once documentation is done we will
share it with the client for signature and approval. Thereafter we
will fill the online forms and submit it to the department within due
date .

MUST BE READ THOROUGHLY AND CAREFULLY

EXCLUSIONS

Under ROC compliance we provide preparation of documents and
filling of existing mandatory forms with ROC, but it does not include
filling of any new forms, if any, launched by the department at a
later stage. It does not include a visit to the department, if any,
required with respect to ROC filling. Apart from this it does not
include preparation of financial statements and payment of challans
generated during filings .

IT WILL CREATE RECURRING RESPONSIBILITY
RENEWAL &
RECURRING

ROC compliances are a mandatory legal requirement which has to
be complied with before the due date every year to avoid penalties
and legal consequences. So every company & LLP must renew their
ROC compliances every year without any delay. Cost of delay in
renewal can be even more than the entire annual cost of ROC filing,
So it's advisable to renews your ROC compliances before anything

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TICK THIS BOX IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS SERVICE IN YOUR PACKAGE
If you want to customize this service, give your notes here

GST
COMPLIANCES
Section-3 : Startup Compliances

One Nation, One Tax

TO TAKE INPUT TAX CREDIT
It is a mandatory legal requirement. Business whose turnover
WHY &
exceeds threshold limit of Rupees 40 lakhs, is required to take GST
registration, and GST registered business is mandatorily required to
WHEN
submit the GST compliance time to time to avoid penalties and
consequences. GST compliance is supposed to be filed
REQUIRED legal
monthly, quarterly and annually as per the requirement. Most
importantly if a business want to avail Input tax credits it has to
submit the GST compliances on time.

WE WILL PROVIDE YOU

WHAT
WILL
YOU GET

Under GST compliances we provide filing of all mandatory forms on
monthly, quarterly and annual basis. Apart from this we also
provide the facility to prepare the computation. For this we provide
our format in which the client can fill the details of his business
sale and purchase. In addition to this, as per the requirement of
client we also provide consultation, in case any required

WITHOUT THESE WE CAN'T PROCEED

INPUT
NEEDED
FROM
CLIENTS

Before proceeding for GST compliance we need few inputs from
client side like his business GST number, invoice details, taxable
value of supplies, GST rate, amount of IGST, CGST, SGCT, details of
applicability of reverse charge if any, details about availability of
input tax credit to set off output taxes, summary of debit notes,
and credit notes, monthly transaction details of sales & purchase,
inventory details and stock details, account and ledger balances,
reconciliations etc.

MORE AUTOMATED LESS HUMAN DEPENDENT

PROCESS
&
TIMELINE

For GST compliance we need inputs like GSTIN, login credentials,
details for supplies of goods & services, invoices details etc. After
receiving these details we prepare the computations and share it
with the client for approval. Then we create challans for tax
payment. After Payment we file the returns with the DSC of
Authorized person. As GST compliance include filling of different
forms & deadlines for these forms are also different, so we take
care of deadlines. Time required for execution and filing of return
depends on the smooth functioning of GST portal. After receiving
all the required inputs from the client side, it usually takes 3-4
working days to file the compliance, if there are no site technical
glitches or issues.

MUST BE READ THOROUGHLY AND CAREFULLY

EXCLUSIONS

Under GST compliance we provide service of computation and filing
of existing mandatory forms with GST the department, but it does
not include filling of any new forms, if any, launched by the
department at a later stage. It does not include a visit to the
department, if any, required with respect to GST filling. Apart from
this it also does not include preparation of financial statements &
Any Reply to Notice served by the department and any type of GST
audit etc.

IT WILL CREATE RECURRING RESPONSIBILITY
RENEWAL &
RECURRING

GST compliances are mandatory legal requirement which has to be
complied with before due date to avoid penalties and legal
consequences. Even in case of only one GST registration overall
annual penalty can be very high. So every GST registered business
must renew their GST compliances packages every year without any
delay. Cost of delay in renewal can be even more than the entire
annual cost of GST filing, So it's advisable to renews your GST
compliances before anything.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TICK THIS BOX IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS SERVICE IN YOUR PACKAGE
If you want to customize this service, give your notes here

PF & ESI
COMPLIANCES
Section-3 : Startup Compliances

Comply with labour laws to get
government contracts
TO WIN TRUST OF YOUR EMPLOYEES

WHY &
WHEN
REQUIRED

WHAT
WILL
YOU GET

All the enterprises who have registered under PF & ESI act, are
required to file the PF & ESI compliances. It is a mandatory legal
requirement if not complied with then it will attract monetary
penalty. During the term of employment it helps to give benefit of
government facilities to the employees like help employees to
overcome
unforeseen
circumstances
including
medical
emergencies maternity leave or disability situations, sickness, injury
related to workplace during employment & helps in saving huge
amount of money in the long term.

WE WILL PROVIDE YOU
Under PF & ESI compliances we provide filling all necessary returns
as prescribed under the respective laws which are in force at
present and give electronic challan of Return filed or
acknowledgement receipt. Apart from this as per the requirement
of the client we also provide consultation as and when required
with respect to the PF & ESI compliances.

WITHOUT THESE WE CAN'T PROCEED

INPUT
NEEDED
FROM
CLIENTS

To file PF & ESI compliances we require various details like
enterprises name, PAN card, bank detail of the company, DSC of
principal employer, state where your factory / establishment is
located. login credential, list of all employees working in the
establishment, employee details such as name, father’s name,
mobile number, date of birth, date of joining, salary details, name
of the nominee, grade, identity proof such as PAN or aadhaar card,
bank account number, attendance register of the employees etc.

MORE AUTOMATED LESS HUMAN DEPENDENT

PROCESS
&
TIMELINE

To file the PF & ESI compliance we need all necessary inputs from
the client like login credentials, details of enterprises and principal
employer, list of employees with complete KYC details, salary
details of employees etc. Once we received all the necessary details
from the client then we filed returns with the respective
departments we take care of deadlines and due date of filling the
form. Time required for execution and filing of PF & ESI returns
depends on the smooth functioning of the portal. After receiving all
the required inputs from the client side, it usually takes 3-4 working
days to file the compliance.

MUST BE READ THOROUGHLY AND CAREFULLY

EXCLUSIONS

Under PF & ESI compliance we provide service of filing of existing
mandatory forms with respective departments, but it does not
include handling & taking care of employee wise accounts. Apart
from this It does not include visit to the department, if any required
with respect to PF & ESI filling. It also does not include filing of any
reply to the notice serve by the department.

IT WILL CREATE RECURRING RESPONSIBILITY
RENEWAL &
RECURRING

PF & ESI compliances are mandatory legal requirements which has
to be complied with before the due date to avoid penalties and legal
consequences. So every business which has been registered under
the PF & ESI act must renew their compliances packages every year
without any delay. Cost of delay in renewal can be even more than
the entire annual cost of compliances.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TICK THIS BOX IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS SERVICE IN YOUR PACKAGE
If you want to customize this service, give your notes here

INCOME TAX
COMPLIANCES
Section-3 : Startup Compliances

Essential to get loan & funding

TO SET OF CARRY FORWARD LOSSES
It is a mandatory legal requirement , if not complied with then it will
WHY &
attract monetary penalty, and most important thing about ITR is to
WHEN
know that without a proper ITR (Income tax return) records, you will
be able to get the loan. The income tax is levied by the
REQUIRED never
government as per the rates prescribed under union budget every
financial year. ITR is must if you want to take advantage of business
initial losses, by proper tax planning using set off & carry forward
of loss provisions of income tax act.

WHAT
WILL
YOU GET

INPUT
NEEDED
FROM
CLIENTS

WE WILL PROVIDE YOU
Under Income Tax Return we provide the service of computation
of tax on your income, preparation of prescribed forms and filling
of respective forms with the department. In addition to this we
provide ITR payment challans, returns filed acknowledgement and
user id password of the assessee.

WITHOUT THESE WE CAN'T PROCEED
Before proceeding to file ITR (Income Tax Return) we need to check
that in which head your income tax filing to be done. For this we
require few details like PAN number, aadhaar number, all the bank
account details of the assessee, financial transaction details, TDS
certificates (Form 16, Form 16A, Form 26AS, etc), Tax Payment
Challan. Investment Proofs (Investments and deductions that can
be claimed under various sections to reduce your tax liability)

MORE AUTOMATED LESS HUMAN DEPENDENT

PROCESS
&
TIMELINE

First step towards filing the ITR (Income Tax Return) is to obtain all
necessary inputs from the client like PAN number, aadhaar
number, login credentials, all the bank account details, financial
transaction details, TDS certificates, Tax Payment Challan.
Investment Proofs, etc. Once we receive all the details then we will
prepare the computation to calculate the tax liability. Thereafter
we fill the details and create challans for applicable tax payment,
then and after processing of challan, file the respective return with
the department after affixing Digital signature or through
generation of OTP. After receiving all necessary inputs from the
client usually it takes 5-7 working days to complete the process.

MUST BE READ THOROUGHLY AND CAREFULLY

EXCLUSIONS

Under ITR (Income Tax Return) compliance we provide service of
computation of tax liability and filling of existing mandatory forms
with the department, but It does not include preparation of
financial statements and visit to the department, if any required
with respect to ITR filing. Apart from this it also does not include
preparation of financial statements & any penalty or additional
payments and any reply to notices served by the department, any
type of Tax audit etc.

IT WILL CREATE RECURRING RESPONSIBILITY
RENEWAL &
RECURRING

ITR (Income Tax Return) compliances are a mandatory legal
requirement which has to be complied with before the due date to
avoid penalties and legal consequences. So every individual and
business who are liable to file ITR must renew their compliances
packages every year without any delay because the cost of delay in
renewal can be more than the cost of compliances, so it's advisable
to renew your ITR compliances before anything.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TICK THIS BOX IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS SERVICE IN YOUR PACKAGE
If you want to customize this service, give your notes here

TDS
COMPLIANCES
Section-3 : Startup Compliances

Help Government to collect
taxes
RESPONSIBILITY CREATED BY THE LAW

WHY &
WHEN
REQUIRED

WHAT
WILL
YOU GET

INPUT
NEEDED
FROM
CLIENTS

It is a mandatory legal requirement , if not complied with then it will
attract a monetary penalty. TDS compliance is required to be done
by those who deduct TDS. Like employers deduct TDS of salaried
person, Non salaried person or NRI. It helps the government to
collect advance tax. It is compulsory for deductors to submit a TDS
return on time. TDS return is supposed to be given to the
department quarterly. If you fails to deduct TDS on a payment, on
which you were supposed to deduct TDS then the entire payment
will be added to your income while computing your taxable income.

WE WILL PROVIDE YOU
Under TDS compliance we provide the service of TDS return filing
with the department at regular intervals along with this we also
provide a detailed list of rates of deduction & TDS certificates. In
addition to this we give TDS return filing acknowledgement to the
client.

WITHOUT THESE WE CAN'T PROCEED
To submit TDS returns we need few details from client side like
PAN card details of deductee, amount of payment, date of
payment, date of deduction, details of TDS, TDS Challan etc. Apart
from this the taxpayer Must have TAN number issued by the
income tax department.

MORE AUTOMATED LESS HUMAN DEPENDENT

PROCESS
&
TIMELINE

First step towards filling the TDS return is to obtain all necessary
inputs from the client like TAN details, PAN card details, amount of
payment, date of payment, date of deduction etc. Once we receive
all the details then we will arrange the documents in proper
sequence as per the requirement. After that we fill the details and
make the payment of fees. Thereafter we file an online return to
the department. Once everything is done then we give
acknowledgement to the client. After receiving all necessary inputs
from the client it usually takes 4 -5 working days to complete the
process.

MUST BE READ THOROUGHLY AND CAREFULLY

EXCLUSIONS

Under TDS compliance we provide service of filing of existing
mandatory forms with the department, but It does not include visit
to the department, if any required with respect to TDS filling. Apart
from this it also does not include any reply to notices served by the
department etc.

IT WILL CREATE RECURRING RESPONSIBILITY
RENEWAL &
RECURRING

TDS compliances are mandatory legal requirements which have to
be complied with before the due date to avoid penalties and legal
consequences. So every individual and business who are liable to
deduct TDS must renew their TDS compliance packages every year
without any delay because the cost of delay in renewal can be more
than the cost of compliances.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TICK THIS BOX IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS SERVICE IN YOUR PACKAGE
If you want to customize this service, give your notes here
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